An EPR investigation on the structural heterogeneity in copper azurin and plastocyanin.
The effects of cooling rate and of solvent properties on the active site heterogeneity of two copper proteins, azurin and plastocyanin, have been investigated at low temperature by electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy. The spectra of theses proteins have been analyzed, by an accurate computer simulation, in terms of a distribution of some relevant spin-Hamiltonian parameters. The results show that the structural heterogeneity of both proteins, quantified by the width of the distribution in the g and A tensors, is affected by both the freezing procedure and the solvent composition. In particular, the g distribution width is found to be reduced in the slow cooling regime; such a reduction appearing more significant when glycerol is added to the protein solutions. Despite of the similarity in the copper ion microenvironments of the two proteins, the effects are more pronounced in azurin. The results are discussed also in connection with the role played by the solvent and the rate of freezing in featuring the conformational substate landscape.